
What is the issue number of 28 December 2018 issue? Cover

Where in the world did they have snow for the first time in decades? 2

In which month did a young American have a huge lottery win? 2

What is it that decides whether a sea turtle becomes male or female? 3

Which delicious product could run out due to climate change? 3

What was Minnie Mouse given for her 90th birthday? 4

What did the Falcon Heavy take into space? 4

Where has Dippy the dinosaur moved to ? 5

Where is one of the biggest carnivals in the world held? 5

In which month did the Beast from the East arrive? 6

In which town was a Russian family poisoned? 6

James Corden featured in which new film about a famous creature? 7

Why is the photographer of Staithes aptly named? 7

What was the Windrush? 8

Why did students in America walk out of school? 8

Where does the fastest speed skater in the world come from? 9

What are sniffer dogs being trained to do in America? 9

Which volcano erupted in Hawaii? 10

Where is the UK’s top railway station? 10

What did Princess Charlotte do to make everyone laugh? 11



Which world famous runners helped raise money for Soccer Aid? 12

What sort of weather affects students taking exams? 12

How old is the world’s ugliest dog? 13

What is the name of the new dinosaur created for a movie sequel? 13

Where had a football team been trapped for 18 days? 14

What were some football portraits made from? 15

What did a French theme park decide to use to help clear up litter? 16

What was the scandal surrounding ice cream? 17

What did two European cities do to try to help the environment with climate 
change?

18

What was the Sky Safari? 19

Why did Bacon the rescue dog become famous? 19

In which food did health bosses say there should be fewer calories? 20

What shape was the largest ever inflatable sculpture displayed in USA? 21

How far did Ross Edgley swim when he was the first to swim all the way round 
Britain?

22

Who lost their homes in the wildfires in America? 22

Who launched a new weekly news programme for children? 23

Who did the dog rescued in Syria go to live with? 23

Which law did an American boy manage to overturn? 24

What was the name of the first woman footballer to win a special award? 25


